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Biarritz is celebrating the 50th anniversary of surfing’s
arrival in Europe. From my perspective, Roxy Jam
illuminates the important place that the sport has
attained in half a century. Today, surfing is not a sport
for an isolated elite, and certainly not restricted to
males.  The field has been leveled for all that want to
practice the sport, especially for women.  The era
when a woman’s place was watching her man from
the beach feels particularly distant. Every day, from
January to December, more and more women are
paddling out.  Beyond the practice of the sport, sur-
fing has become a genuine lifestyle.  Since its crea-
tion in 1990, Roxy has embodied a way of being and
living that has surpassed surfing’s frontiers and has
seduced a whole generation of sporty young women
and of young, working, fashion-conscious urbanites
that are sensitive to Roxy’s values. These values
include a love of oceans and mountains, respect for
nature, the challenge of sport, and an appreciation
for travel and dreaming.
Personally, I was a privileged and active witness of
how female surfing has evolved.  Since the late eigh-
ties, when the first board-short was created for
women surfers and windsurfers, Roxy has come a
long way. By creating the boardshort, we have also

inspired the participation in board sports.  As a 
leader in today’s market, the label continues to
play a determining role in how the (roll, slide & glide)
sports evolve. Furthermore, Roxy sponsors a large
number of athletes (surf, windsurf, snowboard, ski,
sailing) and events. Roxy has pioneered the hosting
of competitions with an international scope, specifi-
cally for women, akin to the World Surfing
Championships in Australia, Fiji, France and Hawaii
and professional snowboard contests like the TTR.
And at last, in 2006, Roxy created the first Woman’s
Long Board World Championship sanctioned by the
ASP; offering the world’s best longboarders the inter-
national event for which they had long been waiting.
Moreover, the female surfers gathered for Roxy Jam
2007 in Biarritz from the 11th to the 16th of July will be
authentic champions. Nose-riding virtuosos like
Kassia Meador, Crystal Dzigas, Schuyler Mc Ferran
and Jennifer Smith, all of whom incarnate better than
anyone else the spirit of surfing.  Celebrating 50
years of Surfing in Biarritz with long boarding’s femi-
nine elite, on the same Côte des Basques that
beheld the flourishing of the first surfboards of the
Old Continent: the symbolism runs deep.

Maritxu Darrigrand,
Directrice Marketing Roxy Europe

WOMEN ARE THE FUTURE OF SURFING
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WHETHER IT IS YOUR FIRST OR 30TH VACATION TO BIARRITZ,
OR MOREOVER IF YOU ARE A LOCAL, THERE IS NO DENYING
SURFING’S OMNIPRESENCE IN TOWN. YOU WILL NOTICE IT
UPON DISEMBARKING AT THE AIRPORT, A GRAND BILLBOARD-
WELCOME BY ROXY. YOU WILL NOTICE IT IN THE CENTER OF
TOWN AT THOSE MOMENTS WHEN THE BEACH PEEKS IN, SUCH
AS AT THE GRAND PLAGE – EMPRESS EUGENIE FAVORITE
CHOICE FOR HER ROYAL-DIPS. EVIDENT ARE THE SURFERS
THAT MEANDER THE STREETS (DON’T CONFUSE THEM WITH
THE POSERS!). ALL OF THESE THINGS REMIND THE ONLOOKER
THAT THE OCEAN ALSO CHOSE TO BREAK ITS MOST BEAUTIFUL
WAVES ON THE BIARRITZ SHORE.  

TEXT BY E. LAMEIGNÈRE. 
PHOTOGRAPHS : COLLECTION YEP / DE ROSNAY.

If this old whaling village, transformed into a vaca-
tion spot of the European aristocracy under the
Second Empire (1856-1870), has always had to
struggle with the assaults of the Atlantic, Biarritz
owes his touristic development to the sport of
Hawaiian kings.  A sport that arrived fifty years ago
by pure accident at Côte des Basques beach, car-
ried in the luggage of the heir to a king… of
Hollywood. In September 1956, Dick Zanuck is
commissioned by his father, Darryl Zanuck, the
powerful head of 20th Century Fox, to supervise the
pre-production of a cinematic adaptation of
Hemmingway’s The Sun Also Rises.  He accompa-
nies director Peter Viertel and his wife, actress
Deborah Kerr, who had a role in the film. Dick
Zanuck’s surfboard remains in customs after he is
abruptly summoned back to his father’s court when

!"#$%&'()*+,-./011234(54()1162768119&':15



50th ANNIVERSARY EVENTS: THE
MUST SEES!

•WAVES AND SURF ON THE BASQUE COAST: 
To celebrate the 50th Anniversary of Biarritz
Surfing, the Ocean Museum offers their visitors a
photo exposition on surfing and the ocean wave as
seen by three photographers: Laurent Mazurel,
Sébastien Durand and Stéphane Salerno.  
Free Admission. Musée de la Mer — Plateau de
l’Atalaye — Open from May 10th to Aug 31st.  

• SURFING BIARRITZ  - 50 years of surf: The city
of Biarritz presents an extensive retrospective in the
halls of the Casino Municipal. The history of Biarritz
surfing and its continuous evolution will be explored
admist 800 m2 of gallery space exhibiting archival
photographs and films, surf boards and other
diverse objects, interviews, testimonials and much
more.  The public is invited to attend the many
events filled with activities, film projections, confe-
rences and first hand testimonial presentations.  In
addition, Gerard Decoster, collector of oddities, will
present his myriad collection entitled “Surfing Visual
Arts” : 500 objects and over 130 surf publicity pos-
ters. Free Admission. Casino Municipal. Open Daily from
July 7th to August 24th : 15h-21h 

• OCEAN BIARRITZ : Architectural and 3D Models
and other computerized images will inform the visi-
tor on diversified public city works, all linked to the
ocean and/or surfing : construction of La Cité du
Surf et de l’Ocean, reconstruction of the spas at
Côte des Basques, expansion of the Ocean
Museum. Free Admission. Villa Expo, Square d’Ixelles
(behind La Mairie = Town Hall ). 

• SURFART FESTIVAL » : The first International
Market of Contemporary Art (MIACs) dedicates its
inaugural theme to Surfing with over 50 artists exhi-
biting 200 works of art displayed in the magnificent
Art Deco building, the Garage Foch. MIACS pre-
sents artists of international repute like Bruno

Peinado (Palais de Tokyo, Fiac, etc..), Ron Croci...
Garage Foch - Free Admission. Garage Foch. Open from
July 18th to Septembre 18th, Daily : 12h-20h

• SURF MOVIES : Sofia tells the story of Sofia
Mulanovich who has become a role-model in
Peru, a real heroine. With pure tenacity she
overcomes an impoverished and difficult life to
realize her dreams, that of a professional surfer. 
Shimmer is a documentary that shadows the
girls of Team Roxy as they explore the best surf
spots around the globe : Fidji, Australia, Hawaii.
Cinéma Le Royal, avenue JF Kennedy
www.royal-biarritz.com

• SURF AND FIREWORKS July 14th: The organi-
zers of RoxyJam and Biarritz Events propose an
exceptional night where they invite the world’s
best female surfers to demonstrate their dexte-
rity in an Expression Session that will comple-
ment the July 14h traditional independence day
fireworks display.  Grande Plage à partir de 21h.

• SURF SPOTS AND OCEAN BOTTOMS OF THE
BASQUE COAST: An exhibit of photos, sectional
drawings and other illustrations of surf spots on the
Basque Coast, from an underwater perspective
(the ocean bottom, currents, sand banks, reefs,
etc…). Musée de la Mer — Plateau de l’Atalaye —  Open:
July and August 9h30 to Midnight. 
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King Zanuck catches wind of his son’s surfboard in
Biarritz. Peter Viertel claims the strange object and
goes for a whirl in the waters off la Côte des
Basques, without much success. He wrecks the
board on the rocks. George Hennebutte, intrigued
by the theatrics, offers to fix the board while Jacky
Rott began to copy it whit balsa. Thus a friendship
was born. The following year the two men schedule
to meet at the same beach, but this time the
Californian was better prepared. Not only did he
come equipped with three surfboards, but also with
some sharper skills, (he trained during the winter
months at Malibu beach). His French friends were
impatient to practice the new sport. Young Joël de
Rosnay awaited his turn to ride Viertel’s board,
Jacky Rott brought his home made balsa board and
thus were the European waves first surfed. The year
was 1957, and the first seeds of surf-madness had
just been planted.

This many-times-told tale illustrates the origins of a
shock wave whose reverberations will transform the
socio-economic structure of not only the region, but

the entire continent. Progressing into the 60’s,
Surfing’s european evolution took its first step
amongst the affluent youth of Biarritz who appro-
priated the sport, and eventually the lifestyle. Soon
therafter, the entire  basque coast became a surfer’s
playground. Counted amongst the trailblazers are
the brothers Lartigau and Bégué, and the Delanne
family, who followed the elder Hennebuttes. It would
be remiss to forget the Barlands, who immediately
took charge and started fabricating their own
boards along with Hennebutte’s leash.

In the 70’s, illustrious voyagers as the likes of Géry
Lopez rapidly assaulted the mythical waves of
Anglet, some now extinct such as La Barre. The
waves of Hossegor, Spain and Portugal were soon to
follow suit. For the silver-spooned youth who went
out in search of their Endless Summer,  the adequate
clothing was developed to go with the life style.
Hence, dozens of clothing labels established them-
selves wherever they could find distributers;  they
became very successful. The Australian brand
Quiksilver was one of the first to establish 
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SURF FEMALE PIONEERS AND THE 
VANGUISHING OF THE SURF WIDOW
  
Biarritz`s past has correlated to female surfing
since the 60`s when the Delanne sisters challen-
ged and even rivaled their brothers on the waves
of la Côte. Marc Delanne remembers, “Marie-
Christine was the only girl to vie with the guys at
Parlementia (Guéthary). She had an elegant style
that clearly improved when she fell in love, of
course it was platonic, with Evett Willbur, a
Californian who had a fluid, bent-wrist style. He
passed through Biarritz in ‘64 or ’65. She garne-
red all the titles of her day. She should have gone
to the World Championships in Puerto Rico to
face off against the California girls written up in
the surfer magazines, but her invitation, and the
plane ticket that came with it, disappeared within
a thicket of schemes and male jealousy typical of
that era.” Soon competitions were held. “Marie-
Christine’s principle rival, besides her sister Marie-
Paule, was Marie-Christine Lubet. I remember,
amongst others, Sylvie Campagne, Catherine
Tardrew and Françoise Cazayous who, each with
their own particular style, carved the first lines on
the horizon of women’s surfing in France.”

The surf widows came later, along with the mas-
sive multiplication of surfers in the late 70’s. A surf
widow is a girl that waits hours on the beach until
her man is finished frolicking amidst the waves.
“There were always some around the Surf Club of
France, surf-widow central, as well as the private
pool at Chambre d’Amour in Anglet which
concealed an inexhaustible source of those
bimbo-muses.”

But times have changed!  For the last ten years,
the female surfing revolution has been growing
strong and now more than ever we will take
notice of them in the waters of Biarritz and the
entire world. Along the coast of Biarritz, we can
cite amongst the proudest representatives of
female surfers people like Emmanuelle Joly,
Marianne Bellegarde, Pauline Ado, Claire
Karabatsos, Lee-Ann Curren, the daughter of
two-time world champion Tom Curren and also
Marie-Pascale, the latest sister to come out of the
Delanne clan. The circle is now complete as
many men will blushingly admire Lee-Ann’s per-
fectly executed turns as she exits her tube.

Lee-Ann Curren, Tom Curren and Marie-Pascale Delanne’s
daughter, a Biarritz tale...

themselves in Europe, (in a house in the Guethary
area) having a direct influence on the French (of them
Maritxu Darrigrand, the creator of Roxy).  Other
brands participated as well in the movement and
contributed to the emergence of a surf business, a
veritable industry, radiating across all of Europe, and
eventually the world. 

Biarritz very early on locked a seat of honor in the
budding surf community by hosting one of the most
prestigious world class competitions and the first
European convention dedicated to the water-sports
maret.  André Malraux high school in Biarritz was
also the first to provide an accredited program for
students who wanted to integrate their love for sur-
fing into their studies; it was the first of its kind natio-
nally. This program has since spawned the national
junior team at René Cassin high school in Bayonne. 

In preparation for the years to come, a one-of-a-kind
world-class construction: the Cité du Surf; a setting
to accentuate exhibitions and the history of surfing.
This will be a unique institution for a unique town that
is still riding the wave of its historic, happy, 
circumstances.

Marie-Christine Delanne
back in the sixties...
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WATCHING KASSIA SURF IS TO DISCOVER HER: LAUGHTER IN
HER HANG-FIVES, BEAUTY, GRACE AND POWER WHILE SHE
CARVES HER TURNS. DUE TO HER UNIQUE PERSONALITY, SHE
HOLDS A PRIVILEGED PLACE IN THE SURF WORLD: SHE IS
SIMULTANEOUSLY A GLAMOROUS AMBASSADRESS, A DECISIVE
ATHLETE, AND A FRIEND WITH WHOM YOU WANT TO WAIT FOR
THE NEXT SET TO ROLL IN.

INTERVIEWED BY CÉDRIC BIHR. 
PHOTOGRAPHS BY JEFF HORNBAKER.

YOU’VE BEEN SURFING ALMOST ALL OVER THE GLOBE. WHAT
IS SPECIAL TO FRANCE THAT YOU LIKE/DISLIKE?
There are so many things i love about surfing in
france. France has some of the best beach breaks
in the world, i feel every surfer should come to
france to surf them. Also the long days are perfect
to fit in endless hours surfing. You can surf more
hours in france that almost anywhere in the world.

IS COMPETITION VERY IMPORTANT TO YOU, OR DO YOU MAINLY
ENJOY SURFING, NO MATTER YOU ARE IN A CONTEST OR NOT?
Competition is not as important to me as surfing for

myself. But i do feel competition is important to help
push the sport, yourself and the people involved.
But if it came down to a great boat trip or compe-
ting in a contest i think i would choose the boat trip.

10

  
KASSIA 

YOU HAVE YOU OWN MOVIE PRODUCTION COMPANY,
STARDUST PRODUCTIONS. WHAT IS YOUR AIM THROUGH
PHOTOGRAPHY AND FILMS ?
I started Stardust a few years ago with my friends
Anna Petrick and Prue Jeffires. We made out first,
and last movie Fashion about two years ago. It was a
fun project and was a chance to give back to
womens surfing and help get young girls excited abut
surfing. Unfortunately we all got too busy to keep
stardust a float and had to disolve the company. But
when i have more time in the next few years i would
love to make more films.
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YOU’VE BEEN ON ROXY’S TEAM FOR THE LAST DECADE.
WHAT MADE YOU STAY SO LONG ?
Ever since i was a little kid i looked up to the Roxy
brand, their  athletes and what they represented,
Freedom and Strength. I feel without Roxy womens
surfing would not be where it is today. To me a part
of a Brand like Roxy is a dream for me and i will be
happy to be a part of their family and help push
womens surfing forever. 

DO YOU FEEL ESPECIALLY BLESSED TO LIVE YOUR LIFE OR
YOU THINK THAT EVERYBODY HAS HIS WAY IN LIFE, YOU
JUST HAVE YOURS?
Yes I feel very blessed and lucky to live the life I do.
It is an amazing life to travel the world doing what I
love most: surfing. But everyone has dreams, ambi-
tions and passions and I believe if you follow them,
you will never be disappointed where they lead you.
Just take a chance on yourself.   
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“the most beautiful thing
women put into their
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WHAT COULD YOU GIVE AS AN ADVICE TO A YOUNG SURFER
WHO WOULD LIKE TO START ON THE WORLD TOUR?
I just think it is important to surf for the right rea-

sons, believe in yourself and never give up.

WHAT IS, TO YOU, THE MOST BEAUTIFUL THING ABOUT
WOMEN SURFING?
I think the most beautiful thing about womens sur-
fing is the grace and style women put into their sur-
fing. Like ballet on water

is the grace and style
surfing”
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CANDICE O’DONNELL WAS NURSED BY THE OCEAN; ALL OF
THE OCEANS. BORN IN SOUTH AFRICA, ALONGSIDE THE
TIDES, SHE MOVES TO ENGLAND WITH HER PARENTS AT THE
AGE OF SIX, ONLY TO RELOCATE SOON THEREAFTER IN THE
VICINITY OF HOSSEGOR AND BIARRITZ, LOCATED IN THE
SOUTH OF FRANCE.  ONCE AGAIN AT THE AGE OF TEN SHE
UPROOTS TO ENGLAND, WHERE SHE HAS LIVED EVER SINCE.
A LONGBOARD PROFESSIONAL SINCE 2002, PICKED UP BY
ROXY IN 2005, THE TYPE OF BOARD SHE RIDES IS OF LIT-
TLE IMPORTANCE FOR CANDICE O’DONNELL. LET IT BE A
SINGLE FIN, TWIN FIN, OR BODYBOARD, WHAT IS MOST
IMPORTANT, SHE STRESSES, IS “TO BETTER ONESELF, LEARN
NEW MOVES, AND GAIN CONFIDENCE IN ALL OF SURFING’S
DOMAINS, ALL THE WHILE ENTICING TO SURF THE MAXIMUM
AMOUNT OF GIRLS.”

INTERVIEWED BY CÉDRIC BIHR.
PICTURE ON THE RIGHT PAGE BY MOONWALKER. 
PICTURE ABOVE BY MIKE SEARLE / SURFGIRL MAGAZINE.

YOU’VE BEEN LIVING IN FRANCE. HOW WERE THOSE YEARS ?
DO YOU REGRET A LITTLE HAVING LEFT FRANCE OR IS
ENGLAND THE ONLY PLACE FOR YOU TO LIVE ?

My years living in France are the most memorable
and fantastic years of my life, and it was a big sad-
ness that we had to leave and come and live in
the UK, But that turned out to be a big benefit to
me to live here as well, as many doors have opened
for me within my surfing career, however I would
not pass up the opportunity to live there again as I
love it very much and have wonderful memories,
and of course the SURF and WEATHER suits me
better.

HOW IS IT TO BE A SURFER GIRL IN ENGLAND ? HAVE PEO-
PLE STRONG INTEREST OR IS IT JUST A PASS TIME TO THEIR
EYES ?
Being a Girl surfer in the UK on one hand is not so
fun because of the lack of competent female riders
to surf with and to challenge yourself with, but
on the other hand you can be sure to find yourself
surrounded by male company in the line up. The
guys do push your surfing on another level to
the girls. The surf scene here in the UK is growing at
such a rapid pace, that it’s becoming difficult to surf
local brakes because of the crowds. In the South
West surfing is taken very seriously. Newquay being
the surf Mecca of England where I am from it is
taken even more seriously because all the main
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competitions and events are held here during the
Summer season.

WHAT IS YOUR AIM IN SURFING ?
My aim in surfing at this point in time is to have fun,
satisfy my sponsors Roxy  and Seabase, and work
closely with my new board shaper to create a win-
ning quiver of boards. I aim to take my surfing to the
next level along with promoting the women’s long-
board scene here in the UK.

BESIDE SURFING, WHAT IS THE LIFE OF CANDICE
O’DONNELL?
When I’m not surfing I’m studying media advertising,

creating art for my boards or on canvas, taking pic-
tures , listening to music, hanging with my twin, get-
ting up to mischief. Discovering new places, and
meeting new people.

WHAT IS TO YOU THE MAIN GIFT THAT WOMEN CAN GIVE TO
SURF ?
To be true to the sport and keep her integrity

WHAT IS THE MAIN GIFT THAT SURF GAVE YOU ?
Surfing has provided me with A healthy lifestyle, tra-
veling the world and sharing my passion with like
minded people. Surfing has given me direction,
belief in myself and focus in my life.
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CRYSTAL DZIGAS, CLAIRE KARABASTOS, COLINE MÉNARD,
MARIE VIGNE, SCHULYER MC FERRAN AND MIKU UEMURA
ARE SOME OF THE BEST FEMALE LONGBOARD SURFERS IN THE
WORLD.  ROXY JAM , FROM JULY 11 TO JULY 16, WILL BE
THE OCCASION FOR THEM TO ONCE AGAIN COMPETE ON THE
CÔTE DES BASQUES BEACH IN BIARRITZ. ROXY JAM IS THE
FRENCH STOP ON THE WORLD LONGBOARD CHAMPIONSHIP

TOUR. LETS GET TO KNOW THE HANG-TEN AND CROSSED-STEP
PROS (SEE ALSO “MANEUVERS” P. 58 TO KNOW EVERYTHING
ABOUT LONGBOARD SUBTLETIES).

TEXT BY CÉDRIC BIHR.
PHOTOGRAPHS BY SYLVAIN CAZENAVE.

In Coline Ménard’s life, things flow. One thing
at a time, yet fast. After having worn through her
dad’s board upon moving to Réunion Island six
years ago, she musterd up the strength to wrestle
with a longboard. What followed was an awakening:
she was then only 14 years old when she garnered
third place in France’s nationals. Last March at the
Noosa Surf Festival in Australia, she placed second

in amateur competition. Today she is at university
finishing her second year in Biology; at every possi-
ble moment she is surfing with her friends. “The cli-
mate and lifestyle are so nice here... We’re such a
compact group of female competitors that the
atmosphere is rather relaxed. Our major opponents
are the powerful waves and even more, the coral
and sea urchins!”

Coline at a magnificient hang-five in Noosa Heads, Australia (photo : S. Cazenave).
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Author of a senior thesis analyzing methods to
reduce the environmental impact that currently
results from surfboard fabrication, Claire
Karabastos naturally rides green. Four-time
European longboard champ, she recently started a
“surfguide” company.  Her goal clearly stated: "I
want people to feel as good as I do in the water,
have them understand the ocean and their environ-
ment (natural and sociological); teach them to love
surfing's culture : to respect each other and the
ocean."  It seems natural that she is now sharing her
love of the ocean when we learn that she first stood
up on a wave at the age of 11... on a bodyboard!
Thanks to her good grades in school, the following
year she was offered her first surfboard by her
parents. Even if she finds competition incompatible
with the spirit of surfing, she still gives her all to Roxy
Jam in order to step up onto that highest step of the
awards platform.

Even if Miku Uemura is not related by blood to
Rell Sunn and Rusty Keaulana, she spent enough
time with them to call them “auntie” and “uncle”.
With Rell Sunn, one of surfing’s most beautiful and
inspiring representatives, she learnt “how creative and
fun surfing can be. I grew up in Hawaii watching her
surf, admiring her grace.  Maybe one day I’ll be as
graceful as she is”.  In the meantime, she keeps on
traveling around the world, conquering new titles. She
was already crowned USSF Longboarding World
Champion twice in a row, and today she ranks 6th in
the Japanese shortboard pro championship. At the
same time, she also rides for the ASP longboard title.
In her spare time she goes back home to Japan to
transmit her enthusiasm to the younger generations.

Schulyer – pronounced Skyler –  Mc Ferran
preferred not to wait for her 20th birhday before
offering herself a fat gift : the ASP Longboard's
world-championship crown! Although she was an
unkown before then, she had actually made her way
to the finals the year before where she faced
Jennifer Smith. Gifted with an incredible grace and
poise under the pressure of the premiere finalé of
the ASP World Tour, she wins the title with little chal-
lenge. A native of Encinitas, California, a post-hippie
peace-haven in the suburbs of San Diego, this
young American has spotlight center, all eyes now
curious to confirm her talent.
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Considerd African unitl she was 9, then French-
Guyanese until the age of 15, today Marie
Vigne finds herself back in the land that bore her,
between Bordeaux and Lacanau.  She was
theFrench and European Tandem Surf Champion in
2005 and ranked 5th at the first ITSA World
Championship in 2006 in Hawaii. Surfing has hence
became a total lifestyle for her: “I surf-travel 6
months out of the year... so I get to meet a lot of
people. This opens up my mind, gives me maturity
and experience... Surfing is not just paddling out
and catching waves, it’s also everything else: travel-
ling, meeting people, the beauty of nature... and
thanks to Roxy, more and more girls are excited to
take on this lifestyle!”

If a mermaid could surf, there is a strong chance
that she would resemble Crystal Dzigas. Born
on Hawaii's South Shore, she drenches whomever
crosses her path with a smile drawn from her love of
the ocean. For her, things are simple : surfing makes
her happy. She is just as content charging Pipeline
as she is gently riding The Pass at Byron Bay,
Australia. Age 22, she just graduated with a major in

business from the University of Hawaii all the while
her appearance in the video Shimmer is one of the
most eagerly awaited. Having garnered second
place in her 2001 debut participation in Biarritz's
World Longboard Championships, she is currently
preparing to push her threshold this coming July. 
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SURFEUSES (SURFER GIRLS), THE BOOK

A void existed amongst surf reference books. It has finally been filled … finally!. Surfer Girls are now the
subject of a proper book. Despite the only recent popularity of female surfing,  women have always sur-
fed.  Of course historians begin with Hawaiian women: according to the legend, Keala, who was forced
to marry an Oahu king, surfed.  That was around the year 1000, at the remote origins of surfing. The
greatest quality of this richly-documented book is to re-elevate today ‘s and yesterday’s heroines to their
rightly held positions in surf history. The are all referenced, all of them,  from Rell Sun and Marie-Christine
Delanne (more about her p. 9) to Lisa Andersen or Emmanuelle Joly, who is one of the authors who
offers the reader a good introduction to surf. This beautiful book is worthy of its subject: elegant and
dedicated.

Surfeuses, by Vincent Biard and Emmanuelle Joly. Photographs by Sylvain Cazenave. Preface by Lisa
Andersen. Illustrations by Céline Chat.
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met, we were just a group of friends who wanted to
drink in bars! We started the band because we
wanted to party even more!” she said, laughing.
Joking is never too far with the crazy girls from São
Paulo. Their hit is called “Let’s Make Love & Listen
to Death From Above”.  Other songs can be transla-
ted as “Meeting Paris Hilton”, and “Go Fuck Off Isn’t
the Only Thing You Should Express”. Their singles
embody pop culture;  something between MTV and
anti-bimbo-electro-clash in the spirit of Miss Kittin.

Ana is unstoppable on the subject of influences.
"We sincerely love pop music, and we don't have
any problem confessing our love for Christina
Aguilera, Nelly Furtado or Destiny's Child. It does
not prevent us from liking things like Sonic Youth,

FIVE GIRLS AND ONE GUY FROM SÃO PAULO HAVE CREATED
A REVOLUTION IN ELECTRO-POP, AND WITH SEX-APPEAL.
THEY WILL BE IN BIARRITZ ON JULY 12 WITH PRAVDA
(SEE THE FOLLOWING PAGES) TO SET THE PORT-VIEUX
BEACH ON FIRE!

TEXT BY VIOLAINE SCHÜTZ.
PHOTOGRAPHIE DR.

Tired of being sexy? Then you are going to love the
Brazilians from Cansei de Ser Sexy (CSS=tired of
being sexy)! This idea was not stolen by CSS from
some feminist group in Brazil: it is in fact something
Beyoncé once said, a day when she was complai-
ning of being a sex bomb.  And the members of
CSS are hot to trott:  Lovefoxxx (singer), Ana (guitar
and harmonica), Carolina, (guitar and drums), Luiza
(guitar and drums), Ira (bass guitar) and Adriano,
the only guy in the band (drums, guitar, vocals and
production).

“Tired of being sexy? It was just a joke. Don’t read
into it!” said Ana, 23, guitar-player, DJ, and a pretty
brunette. She follows by introducing herself as “a
fan of sushi, shrimp, wine and beer, and also of
Stella McCartney’s last perfume. I haven’t bought it
yet because I didn’t have enough money, but I think
I am soon going to be able to!” Indeed she should.
Since their first album came out in September 2006,
the grape vine just has not stopped talking about
the all female band. Success was something CSS
had never taken the time to imagine, as Ana explai-
ned: “We feel really lucky because right now we
could still be in Brazil with a horrible job. We are all
amazed at what is happening because we had
never thought of becoming professional musicians!
Everything started in June 2003, just for the fun of it,
and things just began to move very rapidly! We still
have no idea of how we got where we are now. The
Internet probably played a large part, as myspace
and some blogs supported us a lot. But when we
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Cat Power, the Velvet Underground, or Gossip.  Our
lyrics are influenced by a whole bunch of things
which have nothing to do with music: saké, Sofia
Coppola and Pedro Almodovar films, celebrities, TV,
wifi, Google, Newcastle beer, stylish people and our
friends; in fact anything that is fun!"

Hellas, in their own country, CSS's joking and hedo-
nistic manners were not always well accepted.  
"A lot of people hate us in Brazil because we tell
them that all we want to do is get drunk and party
and do things however we please; we say these
things in a very Catholic country who thinks you
need to endure hardships to succeed.  In Brazil, you
have to be a serious group with political ideas; this
goes over well.  But in the end, they do not like us

mostly because we are girls, and we bother them!" 
More political than them?.. our Brazilians think,
"Not"! It seems difficult to be more political than
CSS.

"We do not have a message besides stating that
you do not have to be a super-musician to create
something.  None of us in CSS has ever taken a sin-
ging class or formally learned an instrument; we all
come from art and fashion schools.  We did not wait
to become masters of Electronic to get on stage
and make our voices heard."  If that is not a political
statement, we do not know what is!

In concert July 12 at the Port-Vieux, Biarritz.

“they do not like us mostly because we are
girls, and we bother them”
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SINCE 2005, PRAVDA HAS BEEN ON EVERY KIND OF STAGE,
SMALL OR LARGE, INCREASINGLY MULTIPLYING THEIR NUMBER
OF CONCERTS.  USING THIS RELENTLESS STRATEGY HAS
BROUGHT ENGLAND, THE UNDEFEATABLE TEMPLE OF ROCK,
TO OPENS ITS DOORS. SUE AND MAC COMMUNICATE THE
SAME RELENTLESS ENERGY; THEIR PATHS DEEMED TO CROSS
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE GODS OF ROCK. MAC HAD PRE-
VIOUS EXPERIENCE IN THE LONDON MUSIC SCENE – HE LIVED
THERE FOR MANY YEARS WHILE PLAYING WITH HIS FIRST
BAND, THE BISONS.  SUE GREW UP IN BORDEAUX, THE CITY
OF NOIR DÉSIR, A FABRIQUÉ EN FRANCE ROCK REFERENCES
(THOUGH SHE DENIES ANY INFLUENCE). ANYWAY, BESIDES
THE IMPROVISED CONCERTS AND PLAYING THE OPENING ACT
FOR PLACEBO, SHE HAS ALSO FOUND THE TIME TO GRADUATE
FROM THE TOP-RANKED FRENCH INSTITUTE OF POLITICAL
SCIENCE. THEY FORM A DUO OF RAW AUTHENTICITY.

INTERVIEWED BY E. LAMEIGNÈRE.
PHOTOGRAPH BY MÉLANIE ELBAZ.

YOU STARTED YOUR BAND DURING THE “ELECTRO-CLASH”
PERIOD, A STYLE YOU WERE IMMEDIATELY ASSOCIATED WITH,
BUT FROM WHICH YOU HAVE SINCE RECOILED...
Mac : That’s right! The moment you play on an elec-
tric guitar and use a rhythm box, you’re rapidly labe-
led “electro-clash”. However, I never really unders-
tood exactly what it was. I think it’s more like some
fashion trend.

BEFORE THIS ALBUM, YOU HAD RECORDED A MINI ALBUM OF

ECLECTIC COVERS...
M : Yes, and actually it’s not up to date  because we
have a new cover to record, Enter Sandman by
Metallica. We tried it on stage a couple times and it
works well.

HAS THE CONCERT-BOOKING-RATE INCREASED SINCE THE

RELEASE OF THE LAST ALBUM?
M : Yes, since the album came out, they’ve definitely
become more and more frequent. We have an ave-
rage of almost two concerts a week! Right now we
are in a very intense phase. [...] But for us it has not
always been a goal in itself to play live.(.../...) Cela a
toujours été une fin en soit de jouer. 
S : We also wanted to make our name travel
around;  get out of Paris. We had no idea whether
we would issue an album. It’s the concerts that
revealed to us that we needed to get into a recording

studio;  more and more people in our audience have
been asking for an album.

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO SELF-PRODUCE THIS FIRST ALBUM?
M : Clearly because we wanted to be independent:
we had no one on our backs when we chose the
sleeve, the songs or the order of the tracks. We did
the whole thing ourselves, from beginning to end.
This album was recorded bit by bit, a little like elec-
tronic projects,  just some people alone at home. We
were in my bedroom with a computer. To me the final
sound is just as much a part of the composition pro-
cess as the rest. Some musicians write their music
on an acoustic guitar, in an almost abstracted man-
ner, and then some director comes and arranges it
according to his own ideas. But for me as well as for
Sue, the electric sound is there right from the start of
the writing process.

ISN’T IT A BIT PARADOXICAL TO HAVE COMPOSED AN ALBUM

ON COMPUTERS WHILE THE SONGS HAVE BEEN PLAYED ON

STAGE FOR A LONG TIME?
S : We also wanted to produce something that was
different from what we do on stage. Our live music
is often quite raw, while the album is a bit … lighter.
M : We began like you would any other digital pro-
ject.  You work what you can, and you can easily
get lost. But on stage we didn’t want to cheat and
add recorded sounds. That’s why we rapidly
understood that we had to do something radically
different from the initial draft, a sound that had to be
completely minimal. It’s also true that we edited the
recording to make the structure simpler.

THAT IS ANOTHER PARADOX: YOU ARE VERY DIY PEOPLE, YET

AT THE SAME TIME, YOU ARE VERY CAREFUL ABOUT WHAT THE

ALBUM LOGO IS, HOW IT LOOKS, HOW IT’S BEING MARKETED...
S : t’s quite natural for us, actually. We did not really
mull over that... Our image is quite homogenous.
Mac and I like the same stuff, from computers to the
sci-fi of the sixties and seventies.
M :  Yes we share the same tastes so much that we
often call ourselves Talibans! In terms of graphics,
we have very clearly defined ideas. At first, we deci-
ded on some rules, but rapidly,we amused ourselves
breaking them.

Record A l’Ouest (Le Chinois). 
Concert : June 12, 2007, Port-Vieux, Biarritz, 8pm.
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J
A RENOWNED POINT OF REFERNCE ON THE EUROPEAN SCENE,
FOR OVER TEN YEARS CHLOÉ THÉVENIN HAS DEDICATED BODY
AND SOUL TO PRODUCE SOPHISTICATED ELECTRONICA THAT
MESHES DARKNESS WITH SENSUALITY. SHE HAS FORMED A
WARM BOND WITH BIARRITZ THAT BECKONS HER BACK THIS
YEAR AS THE OPENING ACT AT ROXY JAM. 

INTERVIEWED BY E.LAMEIGNÈRE. PHOTOGRAPH: DR

PEOPLE RECOGNIZE YOU AS A PARISIAN DJ. YET WHEN YOU
DEBUTED, YOU MIXED A LOT ON THE BIARRITZ SCENE.  HOW
WOULD YOU IN FACT DESCRIBE YOUR TIES TO BIARRITZ?
I am a Parisienne with affinities to Biarritz : my father
was born in Biarritz and spent part of his youth
there. I return every year, a traditional family visit.
The Ventilo and the Caveau are venues that warmly
welcomed me when I first started out, and in Paris I
spun at the Café du Tresor and at the Pulp.  At that
time, electronica was not well known besides the
few times that the media demonized the rave scene.
Today, there are compilation CDs, it has become
marketable. Yet Biarritz has never been known as a
hotbed of electronica. There haven't been any
venues that schedule hip talent, surely because of
its proximity to Spain (well known for its electronica).
Back in the day there was only The Ventilo that hos-
ted the occasional set, and then there were people
like Tom, ex-resident at the Ventilo, David Delors, a
local activist DJ, and Hervé who owned an excellent
vinyl record boutique that is no longer in business
(Hapiness). They shook up the town a little in this
regard. But you need to venture out to the Pagoa in
Oiartzun to hear some electronica, you can hear
some top quality electronica DJs there.

YOU ARE PART OF FAMILY CALLED KILL THE DJ, AND MOREO-
VER YOU ARE FRIENDS WITH IVAN SMAGGHE. WHAT SORT OF
EXCHANGE GOES ON BETWEEN DJ'S ON AN ARTISTIC LEVEL?
ISN'T DEEJAYING A SOLITARY AFFAIR?
The attraction I feel to certain artists lies in our musi-
cal affinities. Kill the DJ is a label we created with
Ivan Smagghe, Fany Corral (in charge of scheduling
dj's at Pulp and an activist on the French electronica
scene) and Stephanie. We produce a great deal of

our own records (our most recent was a mixed
compilation by Ivan and myself, The Dysfunctional
Family, which came out in May 2006). We've been
throwing parties together for the last 8 years at Pulp
in Paris, and every three months we work full-time at
Watergate in Berlin, and we're regularly spinning in
Barcelona and other European cities. So our busi-
ness is not solitary in nature though we each have
creative projects that we work solo on: my album is
being released in October and Ivan has his
Blackstrobe project, and we frequently tour on our
own.

YOU CLAIM AS MUSICAL INFLUENCES THE 70'S, 60'S, JOHN
LENNON, BUT YOUR MUSIC IS MUCH MORE CONCEPTUAL, WITH
AN ANTI-POP CLUB STYLE. COULD YOU REFERENCE ANYTHING
RECENT AS INFLUENTIAL ON YOUR MUSIC?
In France, there is a real need to label everything, it’s
the marketing. To generalise, I mix house music, loo-
sely defined. But I am a dj that listens to vast varie-
ties of music; it is a source of inspiration like any
other. At the moment I listen to quite a bit of Herman
Dune and Jason Edwards (2 French-folk groups),
Camille and Seb Martel (“chanson française”),  ,
Fujiya & Miyaki (Electro-Pop), PJ Harvey (Rock),
Lydia Lunch, Suicide, Animal Collective, Planning to
Rock (conceptual decadent rock), Parmegiani,
Debussy, Stockhausen (musique contemporaine).

YOU HAVE WRITTEN A FEW SCORES FOR SHORT FILMS. WHICH
FILMS WERE THEY, AND HAVE THEY ENTICED YOU TO UNDER-
TAKE A FEATURE-LENGTH (AKIN TO MAUD AND SÉB OF
SCRATCH MASSIVE FOR BROKEN ENGLISH FOR EXAMPLE)?
I worked on the scores for a short, Main Courante,
and a medium-length film, La Mirador de Lidia Terki.
These films played in a many festivals; this year I
composed the music for a piece by dancer-choreo-
grapher Fabrice Ramalingom (Comment se ment); for
the last three years I have been enrolled in an elec-
tro-acoustic music conservatory which has allowed
me to compose two mixed electroacoustic pieces,
one with a flute, the other with an upright-bass. It is
an enriching experience to collaborate with other
artists. I think I would be bored if all I did was deejay,
as in just work on the weekends; I also need to
occupy my weekdays.
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HOW DID YOU CONCEIVE YOUR FIRST ALBUM (WHAT WAS YOUR
PERSPECTIVE: A STORYLINE, AN AMBIANCE, AN ATTITUDE)?
As a continuation of what I have already accompli-
shed: I started by composing on a 4track with my
voice and the guitar when I was 15, as a lot of kids
did in those days. Then I discovered raves, the
Palace in Paris, the little underground clubs. I bought
vinyl records because this music didn't exist on cd;
that's when I started mixing.Then I ventured into the
composition of electronica and discovered digital
equipment : samplers, rhythm machines, etc... Today
things have evolved to the point where all one needs
is software, you no longer need to buy all that equip-
ment; thus why the genre is more accessible to the
public. Programming the computer to combine my
voice and my guitar has become a means to genuine
independence. Since 2001 I have released several
vinyls and many remixes, on different French and
foreign labels (Crack & Speed, Karat, Get Physical,
Fcom...) and released a few mixed compilations. My
album is my identity: it meanders from electronic-pop

to techno while passing through other genres as
well. I didn't create the album with a precise direction
in mind; it is quite intimate.

WILL THE ILLUSTRATOR JEAN-MICHEL TIXIER (ANOTHER
SUMMER-LOCAL OF BIARRITZ) DESIGN THE SLEEVE AS HE DID
FOR THE FORGOTTEN EP?
I worked with JM Tixier (whom I met in Biarritz) on
two vinyl albums that were released in 2001 and
2004 by Karat, Erosoft and The Forgotten EP.  But
for my album it is Elise Flory, a graphic illustrator,
whom I've chosen; she’s conceived it as a black
and white illustration. 

DO YOU STILL PRACTICE LONGBOARDING, OR IS IT JUST NOT

PRACTICAL BETWEEN BOLOGNE AND BERLIN?
I do it whenever I am visiting Biarritz. We don't have
many wavs in Bologne?

www.dj-chloe.com & www.killthedj.com
Dj set: july, 11, La Côte des Basques.
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BERNARD LENOIR’S PLAYLIST

Bernard Lenoir is an unavoidable figure in
French-rock journalisms: he embodies his
own virtual record label, known for being first,
for discovering the latest. Always curious,
always eclectic, he manages to invite the
best bands and musicians to his Black
Sessions on France-Inter radio.  He does so
way before the others. The live performances
he hosts are unforgettable. Below, he has just
offered you his summer playlist (or, say, his
July 1-15 list …  the man never stops!), to
enjoy with your eyes shut and your ears wide
open. 

THE NATIONAL Boxer
BAT FOR LASHES Fur and Gold
ELVIS PERKINS Ash Wednesday
LOW Drums and Guns
THE WHITE STRIPES Icky Thump
PATRICK WATSON Close to Paradise
COCO ROSIE The Adventures of......
VON SUDENFELD Tromatic Reflexions
BONDE DO ROLE With Lasers
ANNA TERNHEIM Separation Road

ROXY JAM 2007 
GIGS

Wednesday 11 
Dj set in la Côte des Basques 
6 pm
Dj Chloé

Thursday 12
Concert in le Port-Vieux 
from 8 pm to midnight
Cansei De Ser Sexy (CSS) 
Pravda

Friday 13
Concert in la Côte des Basques  
8 pm
White sugar 

Sunday 15
Concert in la Côte des Basques 
8 pm
Shore Break

Monday 16
Concert à la Côte des Basques 
8 pm
No Man’s land

New! Listen to I HAVE A DREAM radio
during all the Roxy Jam on location
(read page 62).

26
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Average Water Temperature: 0.9°C. Total Distance:
4,500 miles. Some contact with UFOs (Unidentified
Floating Objects). That is what Sam Davies needed
to test her new toy, the 60-foot ROXY, which she will
race in the Vendée Globe, the famous round the
world single-handed yacht competition. “Despite
everything, I am not yet qualified for the race. To be
allowed to participate in the Vendée Globe, I have to
complete a single-handed transatlantic crossing,
which I will carry out next December, coming back
from Brazil”, explains the young, well-grounded sai-
lor. Having returned on May 3 2007 from an 18-day
trip in the Northern Atlantic where she skimmed
along the Newfoundland coast, Sam Davies had a
couple of scary experiences. “I was not too far from
some icebergs when I think I hit some, twice. The
first time was the scariest, as one of my rudders
popped up and I was not able to get out on the
deck to put it back into the water; there was a 45-
knot wind blowing and waves crashing on the
deck... and on top of that, the temperature had fal-
len down to less than 4°C. I was wearing three pairs
of thick socks, three sets of pantyhose, seven layers
on my torso and two wool hats! And I was in my
sleeping bag! Yes, it was very important for me to go
solo with the ROXY, to master this large and power-

ful boat and gain confidence. It is an important step
in my preparation for the single-handed races to
come. I’m excited yet slightly apprehensive as well!
It is impressive to be in control of such a large ship!”

After 4 months in the shipyard, the two-time winner
of the Vendée Globe (ex-PRB, renamed ROXY), has
had a face-lift. Besides a few personal adaptations
for Sam, the bottom of the Finot design built for
Michel Desjoyaux and then remodeled by Vincent
Riou, was stripped off, sanded and re-painted. More
than 400 hours of work were necessary to give the
hull back its glide. The keel sail has been modified
for maximum efficiency during the upcoming Vendée
Globe. After this first single-handed test trip, the
ROXY is now ready for a whole series of regattas,
which will further help to prepare for the round-the-
world race in November 2008. Its first challenge is
the Calais Round Britain Race, in which Sam Davies
will skipper the only all-female crew. Again in
November, with her teammate Jeanne Grégoire, the
young British sailor will compete for the Transat
Jacques Vabre.

The three months at sea required to finish the
Vendée Globe is a challenge for anyone, yet Sam
Davies, one of two women participating in the
course, has a long list of wins to give her a solid
foundation of confidence. She is a 4-time winner of
the Solitaire Afflelou/Le Figaro and has also placed
5th at the Ag2r race in 2004.To complement these
solitary wins, many are the experiences garnered as
a crewmember of exceptional mariners, such as
Shirley Robinson, Olympic Gold Wedal-winner and
Tracy Edwards, the skipper of the Whitebread/Jules 
Vernes.

IS AT THE HELM OF THE 60-FOOT ROXY FOR THE VENDÉE
GLOBE, THE FAMOUS ROUND-THE-WORLD SINGLE-HANDED
YACHT RACE. THE ROXY YACHT WILL BE ON DISPLAY TO THE
PUBLIC DURING THE ROXY JAM, ANCHORED OFF THE CÔTE
DES BASQUES SHORE, IN BIARRITZ.

TEXT BY CÉDRIC BIHR.
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Sam Davies has been on the water since she was
an infant. Today she is one of the most promising
sailors of her generation. Upon graduating from
Cambridge, she was the first British woman to be
admitted to the Port La Forêt’s elite team of sailors.
It thus most naturally followed that she would
become a Roxy ambassadress, as the brand has
been involved in sailing since 2004. Sam seems to
be able to fit more than 24 hours into a single day.
How else could one explain her ability to carry out
other roles, such as representing the Brightside
Trust, a British charity created to aid the socially and
financially disadvantaged? “Her accomplishments
demonstrate how a strong will and positive thinking
will take you far!” said John Berry, President of the
Brightside Trust.

At the time these words are being written, Sam
racing around the British Isles! “We’re attacking,
trying to regain a few miles! It’s a glorious day, a
great day to navigate the ROXY.  With the gennaker
(sail), we’re actually sailing faster than the wind! 

At each reference point, Miranda comes on the deck
with the results and we win every time! It’s just like
getting our exam results; she sticks the sheet to the
cockpit so that everyone can see our progress! Very
motivating! It’s hard to leave the deck, but we need to
get some sleep. During the last watch, Alexia had to
wake me up twice because I was so tired (and I am
not the only exhausted one!). 
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The good news is, it is very easy to sleep with the
sound of water streaming past the hull, and knowing
the girls on the deck do everything possible to move
as fast as possible. It’s a very reassuring feeling!”
Imagine what it will be like during the Vendée Globe!
God speed Sam!
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THE ARTY SIDE OF ROXY JAM IS ON DISPLAY IN THREE
EXHIBITS:  “ROXY GUESTS 2007”,  “ART ON FOAM”
(SELECTIONS), AND AN EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS AND PHO-
TOGRAPHS BY STÉPHANIE SOLINAS AND CAROLE BIELICKI.
ROXY ART IS THUS THREE EXHIBITIONS IN ONE, GIVING YOU
A GLOBAL APPRECIATION OF SURF CULTURE’S CREATIVE
EFFERVESCENCE.

ART ON FOAM
“Art on Foam” is an exhibit conceived by the
Spacejunk Gallery and sponsored by Roxy and
Quiksilver.  They have gathered for you an internatio-

nal selection of artists, all of which have one thing in
comon: they all have used the surfboard as their
canvas.  Indeed, board graphics is a means through
which surfers, skaters, and more recently snowboar-
ders, have individualized their ride.  Jérôme Catz,
founder of Spacejunk and a well-known freerider
(snowboard), gathered prominent artists, both men
and women, more often than not wave-riders as
well. Some of the personalities presented are Flying
Fortress (pic. on the left p 33), Lucy McLauchlan,
Marcie O’Neill, Caia Koopman (pic. on the right p
33), François Lartigau, Reg Mombassa, Travis Parr,
Jeff Raglus, Nicolas Thomas, Peter Webb and Jono
Wood. 
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ROXY GUESTS 2007
Gérard Decoster, collector of surf-objects and art,
and also the owner of a mythical surfshop in Biarritz
called the Hangar, is the force behind this project.
Some 40 international artists have accepted an invi-
tation to present their most recent work, all inspired

by waves and the surfer ladies who dominate them.
Exhibited items can be purchased.

Pictures above : on the left, Andy Davis,
Stephane Sarraco. On the right, Sylef.
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STEPHANIE SOLINAS AND 
CAROLE BIELICKI

Two young artists will be honorably- recognized
during this grand event, an event dedicated to
surfing and feminine culture. 
Stéphanie Solinas, travelling photographer,
knows how to seize the immediacy and sponta-
neity of the people she encounters. To these
photographs, painter Carole Bielicki has cou-
pled her own touch of fantasy with tiny charac-
ters scattered all over Solina’s portraits. A dialo-
gue, a game, a permanent reinvention made
apparent through a twice-feminized sensitivity.    
Credits on photograph below: Angela Bauer

ROXY GUESTS:  
THE EXPONENTIAL EXPOSITION

The range in ages and nationalities of the artists
who will be attending Roxy Guests is matched
only by the extraordinary diversity of the surf-art
on display and the trends that it inspires.  The
event promises to be one of the largest gathe-
rings of artists in this field. A partial list of the
people attending: Thierry Arlas, Christiane
Auberger, Olivier Auberger, Yannick Bacon, Jean
Loup Bézos, Carole Bielicki, Antoine Bisson,
Fabien Cayère (creator of the bronze surfer-
girl statues used as trophies for the concur-
rently held longboard championship), Cédric
Cazal, Maryvonne Charlon, Céline Chat (see
pic. above), Myriam Chataignère, Henri Chauvin,
Ron Croci, Maxime Frairot, Jacquotte Gaignault,
Cyril Geoffroy, Brigitte Darrigrand, Gérard
Decoster, Philippe Jacquet, Wilma Johnson,
Anouck Jourdaa “Noon”, Oceane L, Paul
Larricart, François Lartigau, David Le Quement,
Sylef, Pascal Maisonnat, Eric Mendiharat, Minna,
Corinne Montredon, Philippe Pfeffer, Charlie
Philippon, Sander Pouw, Fabrice Rehel, Karim
Rejeb, Yann Renauld, Gesa Ronge, Nancy
Ruspoli, Stéphane Sarraco, John Severson,
Asley Thayer, Peter Webb...
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“KEEP A BREAST” IS AN ORIGINAL, NON-PROFIT ORGANIZA-
TION, FIGHTING AGAINST BREAST CANCER THROUGH PHILAN-
THROPY AND ART (SCULPTURE). “KEEP A BREAST” CREATES
FEMALE BUSTS THAT ARTISTS DECORATE, AND SELLS THEM AT
AUCTION SALES WITH A DOUBLE PURPOSE: HEIGHTENING
PUBLIC AWARENESS ON THE SUBJECT, AND RAISING FUNDS
FOR BREAST CANCER RESEARCH AND TREATMENT. THOUGH
THERE ARE NUMEROUS BUSTS, EACH IS IN FACT A UNIQUE
ITEM, EACH ONE REPRESENTING A SIMPLE FACT: WHILE
BREAST CANCER ATTACKS WOMEN WITHOUT DISCRIMINATION,
IT IS A PERSON’S VERY PERSONAL STRENGTH THAT IS NEEDED
TO FIGHT AND OVERCOME CANCER. “KEEP A BREAST”
WISHES TO GIVE THEIR IMPORTANT CAUSE SOME NEW MOMEN-
TUM AND MORE ESPECIALLY RESONATE WITH THE

SENSIBILITIES OF TODAY’S YOUTH.

Shaney Jo Darden and Mona Mukherjea-Gehrig
founded in 2000 this original approach to raise
funds to fight breast cancer. Since then, “Keep A
Breast” has organized events all over the world, rai-
sing thousands of dollars for local, national, and
international organizations such as  Lavanda Trust
Foundation, Le Cancer du Sein Association, par-
lons-en! et Europadonna, to name but a few.
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L’ASSOCIATION LE CANCER DU SEIN, PARLONS-EN ! ORGANISE
EN FRANCE DEPUIS 1994 UNE CAMPAGNE D’INFORMATION
SUR L’IMPORTANCE DU DÉPISTAGE PRÉCOCE DU CANCER DU
SEIN, CHAQUE ANNÉE AU MOIS D’OCTOBRE. DEPUIS 2003,
L’ASSOCIATION ET SES PARTENAIRES SOUTIENNENT LA
RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE GRÂCE AUX PRIX RUBAN ROSE. 

Thanks to Mrs. Evelyn H. Lauder, every year during
the month of October, breast-cancer awareness-
campaigns receive worldwide attention.
In October 1994, “Breast Cancer, Let’s Talk About It”
was started in France. The campaign strives to
heighten awareness and mobilize everyone, not just
women, especially stressing the importance of early
detection.
In France today, one woman in nine develops breast
cancer. Anticipating, preventing and raising public
consciousness are efficient means to limit cancer’s
painful consequences. That is why 13 years ago the
cosmetics company Estée Lauder,  the woman’s
press Marie-Claire, and a French organization mana-
ged by Professor Claude Jasmin, NRB-Vaincre le
cancer (Vanquish Cancer), joined forces to found
“Breast Cancer, Let’s Talk About It”.
This French partnership was created so that each
year the month of October becomes a time to edu-
cate, heighten awareness, discuss and focus the
fight against breast cancer.
In 2003, “Breast Cancer, Let’s Talk About It” started
awarding the Breast-Cancer-Month financial prize to
support theoretical and clinical research programs.

L’ANNÉE 
DERNIÈRE,
CETTE FEMME 
A MONTRÉ
SES SEINS. 
ELLE A SAUVÉ
SA VIE.

Le cancer du sein atteint une femme sur neuf. Nous sommes toutes concernées.
Au-delà d’un simple rendez-vous, le dépistage est un réflexe essentiel pour nous toutes.

Le dépistage régulier permet de limiter les conséquences du cancer du sein. 
Renseignez-vous sur Internet: www.cancerdusein.org

MARIE CLAIRE - ESTÉE LAUDER - CLINIQUE - NRB-VAINCRE LE CANCER
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POLLUTION’S FIRST VICTIMS. AS IT IS EVERY YEAR, ROXY
JAM IS A GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO SPREAD THE WORD. IT IS
ONLY NATURAL THAT ROXY, ALONG WITH QUIKSILVER

INITIATIVE AND THEIR PARTNERS, HAS PREPARED A SPECIAL
PROGRAM TO HEIGHTEN PUBLIC AWARENESS FOR THIS
IMMENSE ISSUE.
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EVIAN PURE PLAGE

For the occasion of the Roxy Jam, Evian
organizes the “Pure Evian Beach” event, wor-
king on two major themes:  

Beach Cleaning :
1 water-bottle bought = 1 square meter of beach
cleaned New! This year Evian sells its 0.75l bot-
tles for a symbolic euro, and gives the total of
the sales to the Surfrider Foundation Europe.
This money will pay for beach cleaning next
Spring.  Every bottle sold will finance the clea-
ning of 1 sqm of beach.

“Waves and the Coastline” – a high-tech device
explaining sustainable development and the
ocean-universe – shown on a plasma screen  -
with movie clips from Team Evian  - along with a
film Surfrider Waves and the Coastline (with
Jérémy Florès)  : Mountains in the ocean waves. 

CHILDREN’S ACTIVITIES
With volunteers from the Surfrider Foundation
Europe.

There will be many activities during Roxy Jam
organized around kids, teaching them how to
protect our environment. These workshops
are geared to awaken the concionsness of
the youngest amongst us, to inspire them to
respect the planet with simple gestures. Its
not by coincidence that Ecology rhymes with
Creativity and Inventivity (!): many of the
events  will uncork creative expression. 
A Plastic Arts and Recycling Workshop will
introduce discussions concerning renewable
energy, followed by a garbage-recooperation
effort focused primarily on plastics; with their
new found resources  they will construct a
Totem Pole and other objects  of decoration.
The Water Cycle Workshop will focus discus-
sion on the natural water cycle and public
water treatment. 
The Eco-Citizen Worshop will use games
(“Tommy’s bedroom” info flyer) to explain how
important recycling is. Another version of the
game, for the kids aged 3 to 5, will also be
organized. And all the kids will be invited to
participate in a drawing contest on the theme
of nature and the protection of the environ-
ment (three age categories: 4-6, 7-9, 10-12)

www.surfrider-europe.org
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Top Island Fixed Revival retro : 30 €.

short Runner BS : 39 € .

Photographis by Dewey Nicks and Jeff Hornbaker.
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Dress Beachwalk : 75 !.
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Swim the Greenroom 70’s extralow : 65 !.
Towel Double Vision : 45 !.
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On the left: dress beachwalk, 75 !. Above: suit Orian 2, 79 !; swim gypsy jewel, 64 !.
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Photographs by Jeff Hornbaker et Dewey Nicks.
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T-shirt Star Guitar : 35 !.
Sweat Pickle My Fancy : 89 !.
Denim Sandspit : 90 !.
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On the left: top Dreamland, 69 !; denim Flips Disco, 90 !.
Above: (de gauche à droite) : sweat Charlotte, 70 ! and hat Hulabaloo, 35 !; sweat Amy,
65 !; t-shirt Rocky Chicky, 65 !; denim Bless the Beat, 90 !.
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Black watch Supernova Cuff : 109 !.
Red watch Sonic : 99 !.
Pink watch Finnie : 109 !.

Basket Midfield jungle : 55 !.
Balerine gipsy : 49 !.
Basket jolly heart camo : 55 !.

Roxy “eau de toilette” 50ml: 46 !.
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Red sunglasses Monte Carlo : 219 !.
Cleopatra : 89 !.
Minx : 109 !.

Bracelet Maria : 29 !.
Bague Odona : 12 !.
Colier Obipa : 21 !.
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Bag Hang Ten: 29 !.
Top Sidewalk: 39 !.
Boardshort DORIS: 59 !.

Bag Hang Ten: 29 !
Top Sidewalk: 39 !.

Boardshort Doris: 59 !
Chapeau Outback: 25 !

Swim Bold Stripe: 63 !

ROXY JAM EDITION
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